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FRONT COVER: Collins Street Melbourne,
looking east from Market Street, when only
a few horse drawn vehicles competed with
the cable trams for road space.
- K.S.Kings
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We have often been accused of treating
steam trams with tender loving care, particularly those of Newcastle.
We can only use the material made available
to us and Newcastle is one system that has
been comprehensively researched and very
little published elsewhere. We rely, mainly,
on the efforts of members of the various state
organisations for material from outside of New
South Wales. The lack of such articles therefore
speaks for itself.
The major article in this issue deals with the
conversion of the Melbourne cable network to
electric traction, possibly the largest tramway
works ever undertaken in Australia. It is
presented in the Centenary Year of the oldest
existing cable line, that on California Street
in San Francisco and also in the year that
has seen their first brief return to the streets of
Melbourne since being banished on 26 October
1940.
We hope to publish a major article later in
the year to commemorate the Adelaide horse
tramway centenary. Brisbane was covered in
December 1977 and Tasmania and Western
Australia will at least be covered in later parts
of Destruction of an Asset.
Transport preservation is definitely the poor
relation of the museum scene in Australia. Not
only is it largely left to volunteer groups but
very little co-operation or understanding is
received from governments, let alone any help.
Although Australia is a large and uncrowded
country, extreme difficulty is encountered in
finding suitable sites for railway and tramway
museums. The BTMS has already moved.
SPER has to do likewise when the red tape is
untangled. The TMSV found many problems
when looking for a site. The Rail Transport
Museum moved from Enfield to Thirlmere
and the Belmont Common group is also going
to new fields. Now, news is received from Perth
that WATM is the latest victim and others will
possibly have to follow. No wonder that there
is little apparent progress being made!

